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versal, and the indignation against Mr. Van Buren would appear to be so g: that even Gen. Jackson's popularity would be unable to save him.
Mr. Duncanson was invited to assist .by taking charge of Kentucky Argus and, notwithstanding flattering inducements., clined, and subsequently caused Gen. Jackson to be informed of overture who thereupon took measures to establish the Globe.
The effects produced were certainly, for a short period in i proportion to the odious nature of the charge, the artful disgu: which had been thrown over the transactions out of which it i constructed, and the machinery so cunningly devised to help to do its work. To show the nature and extent of those effect content myself with the insertion here of a single letter selec from the numerous anxious communications I received on the s j'ect. It proceeded from the capital of a State lying comparativ near the seat of the Federal Government—a State which alw bestowed more earnest and busy attention upon national questi than was given by any of her sister States and which, I may a then at least exerted a greater influence than any others, upon general sentiment of the Country. .Mr. Ritchie possessed my limited confidence, and had been encouraged to communicate opinions upon all public subjects in which I was concerned with reserve—a privilege which he exercised, on stirring occasions, its broadest latitude.
This letter bears the following endorsement: " received on (lay that my Vanl appeared and after its appearance "   The lei and the Card passed each other that day on the Richmond -route. dear sir,
You know me too well to suppose that I would intrude upon your valu; time without some strong reason. I have always treated you with franku and I think it due to you to address you in the same spirit on the pre: occasion. I will .address you as I candidly did Mr. Crawford in 1824, wl without being personally acquainted with him, I requested a particular fri to visit Washington specially, with a confidential letter, to request an expk tion upon a point of fact, in which he might be supposed to be deeply c proinittecL He met the matter with the utmost possible frankness—exp-lai "all the circumstances, and removed every doubt and apprehension.
But to the point at once;—I refer to Mr. Calhoun's Correspondence. It i vain for him to disclaim any " allusion to one particular individual"—he < intend you, and so every man who reads the publication will suspect. I

